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Clarification/Reply
No. / 4644 /MPMRCL/2017

Dated: 10/07/2017

With reference to RFP No. 03/GC/MPMRCL/2017 dated 20.03.2017 regarding selection of
General Consultant for Metro Rail Projects in Bhopal and Indore,
It has been brought to our notice that on login MP eproc website towards uploading bid
documents in soft copy regarding selection of General Consultant for Bhopal and Indore Metro
Rail Project, bidders are unable to proceed further from the PKI based security page and when it
is tried to ‘’SELECT THE CERTIFICATE’’ it gives message ‘’Processing…. Please wait’’, and
after that does not proceed further. As per information conveyed aforesaid issue has been
examined with the TCS (Agency managing the eproc website) has conveyed that there is some
technical error because of which bidders are unable to upload their technical documents and have
advised that browser Google Chrome and Internet Explorer, browser Mozilla 51 with Java 51
with 32 bits system should be used.
It has also been brought to our notice that because of some technical error bidders are unable to
upload FIN-3D and because of aforesaid technical issues bidders are finding it difficult to upload
their financial documents. TCS has conveyed that there are some technical errors because of
which bidders are unable to upload the requisite documents towards financial bid for selection of
GC for Bhopal and Indore Metro Rail Projects.
Therefore looking into the above factual scenario in term of technical error in MP eproc website,
time for submission of bid document in soft copy is hereby extended from 3:30 PM to 6:30 PM
on 10.07.2017.
Now, 10.07.2017 till 6:30 PM shall be the date and time for submission of soft copy towards bid
for selection of GC for Bhopal and Indore Metro Rail Projects.
Further modification/ amendment regarding aforesaid RFQ cum RFP will be communicated as
and when required.

